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SIGSL 5th November 2017 Sharon Ballantyne

LONG STOCK COAT
1 Baby Puppy Dog (3m-6m)
1 [1,2] Naf rafnaf-831757 17/07/2017 / Bred by Rafnaf

Medium strong baby, good head and expression, good proportions, normal wither, good angulations for his
age, stands correct in front, coming and going correct with normal puppy looseness, during movement he
shows good reach and drive for his age

Sunday

1P

3 Puppy Dog (6m-12m)
2 [1,2] TIERGARTEN OBI ONE 02562-2017 14/02/2017 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/ACARYA QUICK-FAKIR Bred by A Shefford & D Bannan)

Medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented long stock coat male of overall good impression,
presented in very good condition, stands with a high wither, good back, good croup, very good forehand,
maximum hindquarter angulation, moves correct coming and going, stands correct in front, during movement
he shows good balance and he moves with a high wither and he has very good forehand reach and powerful
hindquarter drive, pleasing male pup
Sunday

2 VP

5 Junior Dog (12m-24m)
4 [1,2] TRENBO ALICE COOPER 04895-2016 26/05/2016 BROJAN SHOCK WAVE/BODECKA ALL FIRED UP (IMPAUST)

65.5 cm Large, strong, masculine male who impresses with his overall construction, very good head and
expression, very good ear set, good strength of upper and lower jaw, well boned dog, slightly erect neck,
high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, should not become any deeper, stands not
quite correct in front, correct going, elbows could still be firmer, during movement he displays good ground
covering gait with good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive, presented in very good condition
today

Sunday

4 VG

11 Open (all dogs)
5 [1,2] SHERNAA PAKROS HIT. (IMP-UK) TO AUST AP02551901 12/06/2012 PARKROS VOM PENDLER (DEU)
SZ2245141/SHERNAA COOKIE (DEU) AJ03524501

65.5cm Large strong masculine beautifully coloured and pigmented dog with a very good head and
expression, very good ear set, good strength of upper and lower jaw, stands with a high wither, firm back,
slightly short, slightly steep croup, very good length of foreleg, very good length of upper arm and shoulder
blade, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct going and coming, during
movement the dog shows very good movement with very good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter
drive, the dog has much enthusiasm and is presented in very good show condition today
6 [1,2] CH BROJAN ULTIMATE-STORM 01039-2013 02/01/2013 CH ZETLAND MANHATTON/BROJAN KENTUCKY
ROSE

64cm Above medium size, strong, slightly compact male with a good strength of head, good ear set, good
eye colour, slightly short neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, maximum chest development, slightly short underchest, moves correct going,
the elbows should still be firmer, stands correct in front, during movement the dog displays very fleeting
ground covering gait with good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive, presented in very good
show condition
7 [1,2] REICHUND VAN HALEN 02819-2016 11/01/2016 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS)

22 months. Large, strong very well boned dog with much substance, grey sable dog, very good head and
expression, slightly low ear set, the eye could just be a touch darker, very good length of neck, high wither,
firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
slightly short underchest, stands not quite correct in front, moves slightly close going, hocks could be firmer
and the elbow connection should be firmer, during movement he moves with very good ground covering gait
with good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive, this dog has a very good outlook with much
enthusiasm

Sunday

Sunday
Best Dog

5 EX

7 VG

5

4

6 EX

1a Baby Puppy Bitch (3m-6m)
8 [1,2] Naf rafnaf-223963 17/07/2017

Medium strong, very good feminine head and expression, good proportions, normal wither, good length and
lay of the croup, good angulations, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going with normal
puppy looseness, during movement she shows good ground cover with very good reach and drive at this age

Sunday

8 VP

3a Puppy Bitch (6m-12m)
9 [1,2] WESTFIELD GOSSIP GIRL 02014-2017 23/12/2016 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER)
TO AUST/CH WESTFIELD AVA

Strong quite substantial young long stock coat female, correctly proportioned in her height to length, very
good head and expression, the eye could just be a little bit darker, slightly erect in the neck, normal wither,
firm back, good length and lay of the croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands not quite
correct in front, very good fore and underchest development, moves correct going with good hock firmness,
moves correct coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays very good ground cover
with very good forehand reach, very good hindquarter drive, maintains a good wither line
10 [2] BLACKASH DAISY 01412-2017 04/01/2017 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/ROYALS VON GAVAROL AUS BLACKASH

Medium strong, quite feminine, good outlook, good head with good strength of the upper and lower jaw,
ideally the eye could still be a little darker, good ear set, normal wither, firm back, the croup could still be
longer and is slightly steep, stands not quite correct in front, good fore and very good underchest
development, slight cast in her tail, moves wide going, hocks could still be firmer, moves slightly wide
coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays good ground covering gait that is quite
balanced and would just like to see her a little more confident in the ring
11 [1,2] HEATHCOTE QUANTUM STAR 04027-2017 25/03/2017 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH HEATHCOTE
MIDNIGHT STAR

Medium strong, slightly stretched, very well coloured and pigmented female, feminine head with good eye
colour and good breadth of skull, level wither, firm back, good croup, the upper arm could still be longer and
better angled, slightly short underchest, the hindquarter should not become any deeper, at maximum
hindquarter angulation for her age, moves slightly close going with good hock firmness and in the front the
elbow connection should be firmer, in movement she shows good ground covering gait however both the
forehand reach should be more free and the hindquarter drive should be firmer

Sunday

9 VP

10 VP

11 VP

5a Junior Bitch (12m-24m)
14 [1,2] HUNDMEISTER JUST ALL ABOUT ME 04164-2016 31/03/2016 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH
HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

59cm. Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured female who presents a very pleasing picture
in stance, correctly proportioned, very good head and expression with correct ear set, very good strength of
upper and lower jaw, good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly flat croup of good length, very
good length of foreleg, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good underchest
development, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows could still be
firmer, during movement she displays very good ground covering gait with very good forehand reach and
very good hindquarter drive, she is a well-balanced female who presents a pleasing picture
Sunday

14 VG

6a Intermediate Bitch (24m-36m)
15 [1,2] CH HEATHCOTE MIDNIGHT STAR 04309-2015 10/04/2015 USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

59cm. Above medium size, strong, well coloured, correctly proportioned female who presents a good picture,
expressive head, very good eye colour, good ear set, ideally the upper and lower jaw could be stronger,
good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly flat croup of good length, upper arm should be longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, moves slightly narrow going, hocks could still be firmer,
wide coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays good ground cover however she is
inclined to flatten out a little over the topline
16 [1,2] CH UNIQUE VOM VOLKERSON 06434-2015 18/06/2015 CH MAFIA VOM VOLKERSON/CH XENA VOM
VOLKERSON

62cm Strong substantial slightly stretched female with a strong head, good strength of upper and lower jaw,
good ear set, slightly light eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the
croup, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation, stands not quite
correct in front, moves slightly wide going, hocks could still be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows could
still be firmer, during movement she displays very good ground cover and moves with a high wither,
balanced mover and presented in good condition today
Sunday

15 VG

16 VG

11a Open (all bitches)
17 [1,2] CH DELGARDA FANCYPANTS 00778-2014 02/12/2013 ZAMB VOM SCHWARZAUGEN
(MACEDONIA)/ASTASIA ROMA (IMP-AUST)

60cm. Large, strong well coloured grey sable female with very good bone strength, good strength of head,
good ear set, good eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the
croup, very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and
slightly short underchest development, very pleasing female who presents a lovely picture in stance, stands

correct in front, slightly narrow going but with good hock firmness, slightly narrow coming, elbows could still
be firmer, during movement she displays very good reach with powerful hindquarter drive and at times she
has a tendency to high step at the front, she does maintain a high wither, ideally the ear connection could be
a little firmer during movement, presented in very good show condition today and also in full coat, very
pleasing female

Sunday

17 EX

Sunday
Best Bitch

17

14

LONG STOCK COAT

Sunday

Best of Breed

17

Reserve Best of Breed

5

Best Baby Puppy

8

Best Puppy

9

Best Junior

4

Best Intermediate

15

Best Open

17

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (STOCK COAT)
1 Baby Puppy Dog (3m-6m)
18 [1,2] RAHKANTRA NITROGLYCERIN 04634-2017 12/05/2017 KEYBEAU BATTERIES NOT INCL'D/CH
RAHKANTRA LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC

Medium strong, good masculine head and expression, good proportions, normal wither, good length and lay
of the croup, very good angulations, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going with normal
puppy looseness, during movement he shows good ground cover with good drive but should show more
reach
20 [1,2] Naf rafnaf-298132 02/06/2017

Medium strong masculine puppy, very good head and expression, very good proportions, very good
angulations, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going with normal puppy looseness, during
movement shows good ground cover with good reach and drive.

Sunday

20 VP

18 VP

3 Puppy Dog (6m-12m)
21 [1,2] WESTFIELD GUSTAV 02011-2017 23/12/2016 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/CH WESTFIELD AVA

Strong masculine expressive young puppy with very good outlook, very good strength of head, very good
breadth of skull, very good strength of upper and lower jaw, good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, the
croup is of good length just set slightly steep, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good
forechest and balanced chest proportions, stands correct in front, moves correct going with good firmness of
hocks, correct coming, elbows still to reach final firmness, shows good ground cover with balanced sequence
of steps, presents a good picture for a young male, ears could be just slightly firmer
22 [1,2] BLACKASH DA TRUMP 01407-2017 04/01/2017 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/ROYALS VON GAVAROL AUS BLACKASH

Medium strong, well coloured and pigmented slightly stretched puppy of good outlook, expressive head with
good ear set, good eye colour, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup could still be longer and
set less steep, the upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good length of foreleg, slightly
narrow and slightly short underchest development, very good hindquarter angulation, moves slightly narrow
going but with good hock firmness, correct coming, elbows still to reach final firmness, stands correct in front,
the dog has good ground cover with a good sequence of steps, good forehand reach and very good
hindquarter drive, he maintains a high wither during movement
23 [1,2] AKTAHUND NUVVER SHADE OF GREY 01634-2017 07/01/2017 ALBATA MIKKA (IMP-AUST)/AKTAHUND
KEEP TAKIN ALL Bred by H Hill & A Hill and owned by H Hill (089446) & A Hill (063420)

Medium strong elongated grey sable puppy who is well coloured with overall good pigmentation, good
strength of head, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, the upper arm could still be
longer, and better angled, he has a very good length of forehead, very good hindquarter angulation, slightly
short underchest, moves slightly narrow both coming and going, firm hocks, the elbows could still be firmer,
during movement he displays good ground covering gait whilst maintaining a high wither into a firm back, he
should just show himself a little more confident in the ring
Withdrawn with permission
24 [1,2] SCHICKSAL CAPTAIN CHAOS 04834-2017 26/03/2017 NZ CH VENEZE RICARDO (IMP-UK)/SCHICKSAL
ANGEL-ON-FIRE

Young puppy, medium strong, slightly stretched, well coloured male with a good strength of head, ideally the
ears could be firmer, medium eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good moulding of the
croup, the upper arm still could be longer and better angled, slightly narrow fore and underchest
development, very good hindquarter angulation, moves correct coming and going, during movement the dog
displays good ground cover

Sunday

21 VP

22 VP

24 P

5 Junior Dog (12m-24m)
25 [1,2] REICHUND VIN DIESEL 02820-2016 11/01/2016 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS

64cm. Large, well boned, expressive well proportioned grey male with very good pigmentation, very good
strength of head, good ear set, correct dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good length
and lay of croup, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, very good fore and very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going although both hocks and
elbows should be firmer, during movement he displays very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive,
maintains a high wither, the ligamentation over the back is convincing, ideally would like to see the dog a little
bit more confident in his overall outlook
27 [1,2] AIMSWAY CONAN DESTROYER (IMP-AUST) 2100448146 16/01/2016 JUWIKA DESTROYER (IMP DEN)
DK18097/2012/AIMSWAY HOMESPUN 2100391983

63.5cm. Medium size, strong, substantial, slightly compact, well coloured and pigmented male, presenting a
good picture in stance, very good head and expression, good eye colour, good strength of the skull planes,
very good ear set, slightly short neck, level wither, firm back, the croup could be longer and set less steep,
very good length of foreleg, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves
correct coming and going, good firmness of hocks and elbows, during movement displays good ground cover
with good reach and hindquarter drive

Sunday

25 VG

27 VG

6 Intermediate Dog (24m-36m)
29 [1,2] AKTAHUND HERE WE GO AGAIN 00859-2015 27/11/2014 BROJAN SHOCK WAVE/AKTAHUND
KERFUFFLE

64.5cm. Medium size, medium strong grey sable male, good head but could be stronger in head planes, eye
colour could be darker, good length of neck, high wither firm back, good length and mould of the croup,
upper arm is of good length, good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front,
correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows, in movement displays good ground
cover, well balanced in movement but needs a little more motivation and enthusiasm on the move but
maintains a high wither
30 [1,2] AMBERG XANTO (IMP-AUST) 2100421882 10/01/2015 URY VOM ZISAWINKEL SCHH3 (IMP DEU)
SZ2218415/AMBERG LUCY LOO 2100386898

66.5cm. Large dog at maximum height of generally good construction, very good colour, good pigmentation,
good head and expression, good length of neck, lovely high wither, firm back, croup is quite short and steep,
the upper arm could be longer and better angled, good length of foreleg, good forechest and slightly short
underchest, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, correct coming and going with good
firmness of hocks and elbows, in movement displays good ground cover with good forehand reach and
hindquarter drive
31 [1,2] CH WESTFIELD ARMADEUS 01794-2015 10/01/2015 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH WESTFIELD VAASA

64cm. Medium size, medium strong, firm dry expressive male, well coloured and pigmented, good strength of
head, slightly short neck, level wither, firm back, the croup could still be longer, good forechest, a little short
in the underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, correct coming
and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows, displays very balanced movement with good reach and
hindquarter drive, ears are a little loose in movement, presented in good condition

Sunday

31 EX

29 EX

30 VG

8 NZ Bred Dog (Born in NZ)
32 [1,2] CH ACARYA QUITE A-FAKIR 06243-2011 18/07/2011 FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP-GMY)TO AUST/NZ
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP-AUST)

64.5cm. Large, strong well coloured firm and dry male with good strength of head, slightly low ear set, good
strength of neck, high wither with a slight nick behind, sufficiently firm back, the croup is of good length set
slightly steep, the upper arm could still be longer and better angled, good chest development, good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct going, good hock firmness, correct coming,
elbows could still be firmer, during movement displays good ground covering gait with good forehand reach
and good hindquarter drive
33 [1,2] CH RAHKANTRA INDIAN-BRAVE 03230-2012 23/03/2012 CH RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY/RAHKANTRA
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

64cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched black and gold male, very good colour and pigmentation,
good strength of head, good eye colour and very good ear set, stands with a normal wither, firm back, the
croup could still be longer and is set just a little steep, the upper arm is of good length however could be laid
slightly better, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves slightly wide going, hocks could still be firmer,
correct coming, during movement he displays good ground covering gait with good sequence of steps with
good forehand reach and good hindquarter drive, maintains a high wither in movement
34 [1,2] CH WESTFIELD XIWA 05808-2013 13/08/2013 VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP-NDL) TO AUST/CH OAKWAY
IRRESISTIABLE

64.5cm. Large, strong, substantial, well coloured, presented just slightly out of coat, very good height to
length proportions, very good head and expression, very good eye colour, good ear set, very good strength
of neck, normal wither, firm back, well moulded croup set just slightly steep, upper arm and shoulder blade
could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct
going with good hock firmness, moves correct coming where elbows could still be firmer, shows balanced

movement with very good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back
whilst maintaining a high wither
35 [1,2] HEATHCOTE NIGHT-RAVEN 01948-2016 16/12/2015 ACARYA QUORTDA FAKIR/HEATHCOTE DRAMA
QUEEN

67cm. Oversize, strong substantial male with very good strength of head, correct skull planes, very good eye
colour, very good ear set, very good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, well moulded croup, slightly
steep, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, just slightly short underchest, not quite correct in
front, slightly compact, slightly narrow going, hock firmness should be tighter, moves slightly narrow coming
and elbows could still be firmer, during movement displays good ground covering gait, good reach and drive,
the dog is presented in good show condition today

Sunday

34 EX

32 EX

33 EX

35 VG

11 Open (all dogs)
36 [1,2] ACARYA QUORTDA FAKIR 06241-2011 18/07/2011 FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP-GMY)TO AUST/NZ
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP-AUST)

64.5cm. Large, compact, strong dog presented in not ideal show condition, good strength of head, good eye
colour, level wither, firm back, slight bend in the lumbar spine, good fore and slightly short underchest, the
dog is at maximum hindquarter angulation, he moves slightly narrow going and the hocks should be firmer,
narrow coming, elbows could be firmer, in movement his forehand reach is restricted and he has good
hindquarter drive, unfortunately this dog paddles quite a bit in the front and high steps, the hock joints are
quite loose

37 [1,2] NZ CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP-CAN) AC499861 08/02/2013 FIGO VOM NORDTEICH
SZ2259562/JETTA DEI PRECISION XC339246

64.5cm. Large, well proportioned height to length, beautifully coloured and pigmented dog who has an
expressive head, slightly loose bottom lips, the ears could be slightly firmer, good strength of neck, normal
withers, firm back, well laid slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front, very good fore and underchest development, moves correct going with very good hock
firmness, slightly narrow coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement he displays very good ground
covering gait with very good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive, he is presented in very good
show condition, maintains a high wither and has very good firmness over the back
38 [1,2] CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA 02865-2013 15/04/2013 YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER SCHH1 AD IPO II (IMPGER)/AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP-AUST)

66.5cm. Very large, strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented male with a pleasing outlook in
stance, very good head and expression, good strength of upper and lower jaw, good eye colour, slightly
compact, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and pronounced
hindquarter angulation, stands not quite correct in front, slightly narrow going, hocks could still be firmer,
slightly narrow coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement the dog displays very good ground
covering gait with very good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive, overall ligamentation over the
back could still be a little more convincing, the dog is presented in very good show condition
40 [1,2] NZ CH VENEZE RICARDO (IMP-UK) AS00178202 01/10/2014 WILLAS VOM GRAFENBRUNN
VDHSZ2275682/LILY VON HAUS TRENDY (IMP BEL) AR0901816

64.5cm. Large, medium strong, firm dry, well coated and pigmented dog, very good head and expression
with very good eye colour, level wither, firm back, croup could be still longer, upper arm could still be longer
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and slightly short underchest, moves slightly
narrow with firm hocks, moves wide coming, the elbows should be much firmer and closer knit, the dog
should maintain a more correct sequence of steps, he is presented in firm, dry condition, slightly restricted
forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive

Sunday

37 EX

38 EX

40 EX

36 VG

Sunday
Best Dog

37

38

1a Baby Puppy Bitch (3m-6m)
41 [1,2] RAHKANTRA NATURAL MAGICK 04635-2017 12/05/2017 KEYBEAU BATTERIES NOT INCL'D/CH
RAHKANTRA LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC

Medium strong feminine puppy, very good head and expression, good proportions, very good angulations,
stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going with normal puppy looseness, during movement
shows good ground cover with good drive but reach could be better.

Sunday

41 VP

3a Puppy Bitch (6m-12m)
43 [1,2] WESTFIELD GEORGIA 02016-2017 23/12/2016 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER SCHH1. IPO3 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/CH WESTFIELD AVA

Strong, well pigmented puppy, correct proportions, good strength of head, soft wide set ears, level wither,
firm back, well moulded croup which is just a little short, upper arm could still be longer, stands correct in
front, moves correct going, slightly wide coming, elbows still to reach final firmness, shows good movement
with good reach and drive
44 [1,2] AKTAHUND NO REST FOR THE WIKID 01635-2017 07/01/2017 ALBATA MIKKA (IMP-AUST)/AKTAHUND
KEEP TAKIN ALL

Medium strong grey sable female of generally good outlook, good head and expression, very good length of
neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded croup, very good fore, very god hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front, correct going, slightly narrow coming, elbows still to reach final firmness, shows balanced
movement whilst maintaining a high wither

45 [1,2] WESTFIELD HERMIONE 03186-2017 28/02/2017 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH WESTFIELD VAASA

Medium strong compact slightly flat female where ideally the planes of the skull should be more defined,
normal wither, firm back, good croup, the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter, stands correct in front, correct going with good hock firmness, correct coming, elbows could still
be firmer, during movement she is slightly restricted in the forehand but she has good hindquarter drive
46 [1,2] SCHICKSAL COSMIC QT 04836-2017 26/03/2017 NZ CH VENEZE RICARDO (IMP-UK)/SCHICKSAL ANGELON-FIRE

Medium framed puppy presented out of coat, good head and dark eye, good wither, firm back, good length
and lay of the croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves narrow
going with quite good hock firmness, narrow coming with elbows still to firm, she displays good movement
however further training is required to gain a better sequence of steps
Sunday

44 VP

43 VP

45 VP

46 VP

5a Junior Bitch (12m-24m)
48 [1,2] STYKADHEN BRING IT ON 01344-2016 05/12/2015 CH BROJAN ULTIMATE-STORM/DEUXIEME JOLLY
PEARL

62cm. Very large, slightly compact strong brood type female with a good head, high wither, slight nick
behind, firm back, croup could be longer, the upper arm could be longer and better angled, stands not quite
correct in front, good fore and slightly short underchest, moves correct coming and going however both the
hocks and elbows should be firmer, during movement she displays good ground covering gait

49 [1,2] REICHUND VER-HEXON 02822-2016 11/01/2016 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH REICHUND OHSO
DEVIUS

58cm. Strong grey sable female, very good height to length body proportions, very good head and
expression with correct dark eye, correct ears, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup,
very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, normal chest proportions,
stands correct in front, maximum hindquarter angulations, moves correct going, the hocks could still be
firmer, moves correct coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays very good forehand
reach with powerful hindquarter drive, she maintains a high wither with firm back and she has much
enthusiasm and zest for the show ring, shown in a very good firm dry condition today
51 [1,2] TRENBO ACTION REPLAY 04899-2016 26/05/2016 BROJAN SHOCK WAVE/BODECKA ALL FIRED UP (IMPAUST)
58cm. Medium size still quite strong female, slightly compact, presented in very good coat condition today, very good
head and expression, slightly roman nose, very good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the
croup, the upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front,
moves correct going with good hock firmness, slightly narrow coming, elbows could still be firmer, displays balanced
movement with very good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive, presents a nice picture overall
52 [1,2] WESTFIELD FORCE MAJEURE 06245-2016 07/07/2016 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH WESTFIELD XIVA
58.5cm. Quite strong female, good coat and colour, expressive, very excitable, very good outlook, very good head and
expression, slightly low ear set, normal wither, firm back, croup could still be longer and is set slightly steep, the upper
arm is of good length but could be better angled, good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct
in front, slightly narrow going with good hock firmness, moves correct coming, elbows could still be firmer, during
movement she displays very good ground covering gait with very good forehand reach and hindquarter drive transmitted
through a firm back maintaining a high wither
53 [1,2] OAKWAY VIRTUAL REALITY 06488-2016 31/07/2016 YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER SCHH1 AD IPO II
(IMP-GER)/CH OAKWAY KUDOS

61.5cm. Very large, strong, well coated, expressive firm and dry female, correct body proportions, very good
strength of head with good skull planes, very good eye colour, good strength of neck, high wither, firm back,
good length and lay of the croup, the upper arm could be longer and better angled, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, very good length of foreleg, moves correct going, good
firmness of hocks, slightly wide coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays good
ground covering gait with good forehand reach and good hindquarter drive, she is presented in very good
show condition and maintains good firmness over the back and good wither during movement
54 [1,2] VON HEFNER NICE N'PINK 07121-2016 13/09/2016 NZ CH VENEZE RICARDO (IMP-UK)/VON HEFNER ME
MYSELF N' I

61cm. Very large, strong, very well coloured and pigmented female who has very good height to length body
proportions, presents a very good picture in stance, very good head and expression with correct eye colour,
high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of croup, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, moves correct going with good hock firmness, correct coming with good elbow
firmness, during movement she displays very good ground covering gait with very good forehand reach and
hindquarter drive, presented slightly out of coat today
55 [1,2] ACARYA RAGGLE TAGGLE GYPSY 00076-2017 03/10/2016 JUWIKA DESTROYER (IMP-DEN)TO AUST/CH
ACARYA QUICK-FIRE

56cm. Ideal medium size, medium strong, very well coloured, coated and pigmented female who presents a
pleasing picture in stance, very good head and expression, good ear set, normal wither, firm straight back,
good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, particularly
impressive in stance, stands correct in front, moves correct going, the hocks could be firmer, moves slightly
wide coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays very good ground covering gait with
good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive, she is just inclined to flick her pasterns slightly at the
front but she is very balanced in all aspects of her movement and covers the ground well
56 [1,2] OLDFIELDS YANA 06949-2016 11/10/2016 NZ CH VENEZE RICARDO (IMP-UK)/OLDFIELDS VANTA

60.5cm. Large, strong, powerful, generally well constructed female of overall pleasing type and outlook, good
head, slightly large ears, good eye colour, ideally the planes of the skull could be more defined, good strong
neck, normal wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and pronounced hindquarter
angulation, moves narrow going, hocks are quite loose, slightly wide coming, elbows still to reach final
firmness, during movement she displays good ground covering gait whilst maintaining a high wither, she has
very good reach and drive, however the hock joints should be much firmer
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6a Intermediate Bitch (24m-36m)
57 [1,2] AKTAHUND HERE'S TO THE JUDGE 00864-2015 27/11/2014 BROJAN SHOCK WAVE/AKTAHUND
KERFUFFLE

58cm. Above medium size, medium strong grey sable slightly stretched female, good strength of head, good
ear set, good eye colour, good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, the croup could still be longer and is
set slightly steep, the upper arm could be longer and better angled, good length of foreleg, stands correct in
front, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, moves slightly wide coming, elbows could still be
firmer, during movement she displays very good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive transmitted
through a firm back and she maintains a firm wither
59 [1,2] REICHUND SMARTY PANTS 01973-2015 27/12/2014 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/REICHUND DIDYADOIT

56cm. Ideal medium size, still quite strong, well pigmented and coloured expressive female who presents an
overall pleasing picture, good head, slightly large ears, good eye colour, normal wither, firm back, the croup
is of good length, just slightly steep, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front,
moves correct coming and going, both hocks and elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays
good ground covering gait with good forehand reach and good hindquarter drive
60 [1,2] CH WESTFIELD AVA 01797-2015 10/01/2015 CH BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA/CH WESTFIELD VAASA

68.5cm. Medium size, strong, well coated and coloured female who presents an overall pleasing picture,
good head and expression, slightly low ear set, normal wither, straight back, slightly short, slightly steep
croup, the upper arm could still be slightly longer and better angled, ideally she should not become any
deeper, good fore and slightly short underchest development, moves correct going with good hock firmness,
moves correct coming however the elbows could be tighter, stands correct in front, during movement she
shows good ground cover with good reach and drive, she is shown in very good show condition
61 [1,2] LUCEO SOMERLED 02871-2015 26/02/2015 BLUEMAX TOM (IMP-AUST)/MONKANI HEIDI KLUM

62cm. Strong, slightly stretched female who has a good head with correct dark eye, ideally the planes of the
skull should be more defined, high wither, slight nick behind, firm back, good croup, good length of foreleg,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and slightly short underchest, moves slightly wide
going, hocks should be slightly firmer, slightly narrow coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement
she displays good ground covering movement with powerful forehand reach, powerful hindquarter drive,
however her coat condition is not ideal today
63 [1,2] ROYALS VON GAVAROL AUS BLACKASH 04217-2015 22/05/2015 ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER
NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP-GER)/NZ CH VENEZE LOLA (IMP-UK)
58cm. Above medium size, strong, well coated and pigmented female with very good length of body, clean top and
underline, very good strength of head, correct eye colour, very good ear set, high wither firm back, good length of croup
just slightly steep, very good length of foreleg, upper arm could still be longer and better angled, slightly narrow going
with good hock firmness, moves slightly narrow coming, elbows could be slightly firmer, during movement she displays
very good ground covering gait whilst maintaining a high wither into a firm back, presents an overall pleasing picture
65 [1,2] AKTAHUND UNTOLD STORY 05014-2015 21/06/2015 HAYO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER) TO
AUST/AKTAHUND TAKE-THAT

59cm. Large, medium strong firm and dry female with a good head, ideally the strength of both upper and
lower jaw could be still stronger, high wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upper arm
could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, slightly flat open feet, still stands quite
straight in the front, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, slightly wide coming, elbows could still
be firmer, during movement she displays a good ground covering gait with good forehand reach and very
good hindquarter drive, presented in a very slightly out of coat condition today
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8a NZ Bred Bitch (Born in NZ)
67 [1,2] AKTAHUND TAKE-A-MOMENT 05768-2012 13/08/2012 CH ZETLAND MANHATTON/GRAF EDELMANN
TAKIN ALL

59cm. Above medium size, medium strong grey sable, presented slightly out of coat today, well pigmented,
good head, correct dark eyes, good ear set, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, croup could still be
longer and set less steep, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, slightly narrow and slightly short
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves slightly narrow going, hocks could still be firmer,
moves slightly wide coming, elbows could still be firmer, during movement she displays good ground
covering gait however she is just inclined to high step in the front a little, good forehand reach, very good
hindquarter drive, firm and dry condition
70 [1,2] HUNDMEISTER ITS ALL ABOUT ME 04707-2014 14/05/2014 PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE IPO1 (IMP-GER)
TO AUST/CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

61.5cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly compact expressive, quite well coloured female of good outlook,
good strength of head, good strong skull planes, good ear set, dark eye, normal wither, slight nick behind,
firm straight back, good length of croup set slightly steep, the upper arm could still be longer and better
angled, stands not quite correct in front, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, correct coming,
elbows should be much firmer, during movement she displays good ground covering movement however the
reach should be more far reaching and the drive is very good, she is presented in very good show condition
today and is firm and dry in her constitution
71 [1,2] HUNDMEISTER ICE ON FIRE 04704-2014 14/05/2014 PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE IPO1 (IMP-GER) TO
AUST/CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

61.5cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly compact black and gold female who ideally could be stronger in
her overall saddle markings, good head with good strength of the skull planes, good eye colour, ideally would
like to see darker masking on her head, normal wither, slight nick behind, firm straight back, croup is short
and steep, the upper arm could still be longer and better angled, she moves correct going, hocks could be
firmer, moves slightly wide coming, elbow connection should be much firmer, during movement she displays
very good ground covering gait with very good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive
72 [1,2] WESTFIELD DARE TO DREAM 03012-2016 13/02/2016 NZ CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP-CAN)/CH
WESTFIELD VAASA

57.5cm. Ideal medium size, medium strong, well coated, slightly compact, expressive female who presents
an overall pleasing picture in stance, very good head and expression with correct ear set, good eye colour,
slightly erect in the neck, high withers, firm straight back, croup could be longer and set less steep, the upper
arm could be longer and better angled, stands wide in front, slightly short in the underchest, moves correct
going with good hock firmness, moves slightly wide coming, the elbows should be tighter and firmer, during
movement she shows a balanced movement with good reach and drive, ideally she could be a little more
expansive with her overall movement
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11a Open (all bitches)
74 [1,2] AKTAHUND KEEP TAKIN ALL 01844-2011 02/01/2011 KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP-AUST)/GRAF EDELMANN
TAKIN ALL

59cm. Above medium size, just medium strong, grey sable female, slightly stretched body proportions, good
head and expression, good eye colour, good ear set, good strength of neck, high wither, firm straight back,
good length and lay of the croup, upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good length of
foreleg, straight clean bones, very good hindquarter angulation, ideally the breadth of thigh should be just a
little broader, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, correct coming, elbows could still be firmer,
displays a very good ground covering gait with very good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive
whilst maintaining a high wither, ideally the overall firmness over the back, could be a little more convincing
and she is presented in a slightly out of coat condition today

75 [1,2] CH ACARYA QUICK-FIRE 06245-2011 18/07/2011 FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP-GMY)TO AUST/NZ CH
AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP-AUST)
59.5cm. Large, strong, slightly stretched female, clean top and underline, very good strength of head, correct skull
planes, good eye colour, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good
fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, moves correct going, hocks could still be a little
firmer, correct coming, elbows could still be firmer, stands correct in front, during movement she displays very good
ground covering gait, very good forehand reach, powerful hindquarter drive, presents an overall pleasing picture in both
stance and movement, presented in very good show condition, when she moves she maintains a firm wither and the
firmness over the back is also convincing
77 [1,2] CH WESTFIELD VAASA 06418-2012 25/08/2012 FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP-GMY)TO AUST/CH
OAKWAY IRRESISTIABLE

58cm. Medium size, strong, slightly compact female who presents an overall pleasing picture, expressive
head, ideally the planes of the skull could be a little stronger, medium eye colour, good strength of neck, level
wither, firm straight back, just a slight nick behind, the croup could still be longer and is a little steep, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation, ideally she should not become any deeper, stands a little wide in
the front, moves correct going with good hock firmness, moves wide coming, elbows could still be firmer,
during movement she displays good ground covering gait with good forehand reach and very good
hindquarter drive, presented in very good condition today, the firmness of the back is also convincing
79 [1,2] BOOTY CALL OF TAIMANA 02864-2013 15/04/2013 YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER SCHH1 AD IPO II (IMPGER)/AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP-AUST)

61.5cm. Very large, strong, slightly compact, expressive, well coated and coloured female, presents a
pleasing picture overall, very good type, very good head and expression with good dark eye, very good ear
set, stands with a normal wither, firm straight back, ideally the croup could be longer, the upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation, stands not quite
correct in front, moves correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows could still be firmer,
just slightly short in underchest, during movement displays very good ground covering gait with very good
forehand reach, powerful hindquarter drive, ideally the ligamentation over the topline could still be a little
firmer, moves with much enthusiasm and is overall very expressive
69 [2] OAKWAY NORTEE BUT NICE 03915-2014 02/03/2014 BROJAN SHOCK WAVE/OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE

59cm. Medium strong, slightly stretched, very well pigmented female who presents a clean picture in stance,
very good head with good eye colour, good strength of neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay
of the croup, good fore, very good hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and
underchest development, moves correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows could
still be firmer, stands and steps correct in front, during movement she displays very good forehand reach,
powerful hindquarter drive, she maintains a high wither, firmness over the back is convincing, presented out
of coat today
84 [1,2] CH RAHKANTRA LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC 03716-2014 07/05/2014 AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL D'AULNOY
(IMP-FRA)TO AUST/CH RAHKANTRA DIAMONDS ON ICE

60cm. Large, strong, well coloured and coated female who presents an overall pleasing picture in stance,
good head and expression with good ear set, good eye colour, stands with a high wither, firm straight back,
croup is of good length, just a little steep, good fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation, good fore and
very good underchest development, moves correct going, hocks could still be firmer, correct coming, elbows
could still be firmer, stands correct in front, slightly long front toes, during movement she displays good
forehand reach, very good hindquarter drive whilst maintain a high wither and a firm back, she presents a
pleasing picture today with her overall presentation
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